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Furnish your next project with Norwegian quality and unique comfort            

            
                Maritime - Hotel - Office
            

            
                
            

        

    



    
        
            
        

        
            
Supplier of unique comfort            

            
                
                    From check-in to check-out, from galley to bridge – Ekornes can help you furnish every space with the legendary Stressless® and Svane® comfort. 

We supply recliners, dining chairs, mattresses, beds and sofas that can be tailored to your specific project and interior design concept, both on land and at sea.
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Ekornes® Frende modular sofa system            

            
                
                    Clean lines within a neat footprint gives this sofa concept a timeless design and many possibilities for bespoke seating. The sofa modules can be chosen with or without panels in different heights, which give the system many exciting expressions. The sofa can be built infinitely long, or you can add corners and Longseats to create interesting corner or U-sofa layouts.
                

                
Explore our new modular sofa concept                
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3D knit technology            

            
                Ekornes is proud to introduce 3D knitting technology; a revolutionary technique used to create the upholstery for our Stressless® Basil dining chair. This innovative process allows for immaculate precision and meets excellent technical requirements, resulting in a chair that is both beautiful and functional.
            

                
Read more                

        

    


    
        
                
        

        
                            
                    Norwind Gale is a future-oriented ship supporting the green shift. Choosing 3D knitted furniture from Ekornes for their vessel is one of many smarter and greener ways on how to contribute. We are humble and proud to be furnishing this beauty and wish owners, captain and crew all the best of luck as they sail off to support the offshore windfarms. Thank you for trusting us Vard Accommodation and Norwind Offshore.
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Professional assistance            

            
                We offer professional assistance to help you find the perfect solution for your next project. Our team will guide you through our wide range of designs; from Svane® mattresses and beds to Stressless® recliners, dining chairs and sofas. We have supplied furniture to the public and private sector for decades, so the durability and comfort of our products are well proven.
            

                
Contact us                
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Showroom            

            
                Visit our unique showroom in Ålesund. If you can’t come to visit, use the link below to navigate through the showroom and get inspired!
            

                
See more                
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New catalogue            

            
                Explore our catalogue of furniture for buildings, ships, and public spaces. Discover tailored pieces designed to elevate your projects. Explore a world of comfort and endless possibilities in transforming your spaces into havens of style and functionality.
            

                
See the catalogue                

        

    


    
        
            
                Meet us at the fairs
            

            
Exhibitions coming up            
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                         Meet us at Navalia 2024, Vigo
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                         Meet us at Posidonia 2024, Athens
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                         Meet us at SMM in Hamburg
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                Ekornes AS, Contract Dept.

Industrivegen 1

N-6222 Ikornnes, Norway



Phone:+47 70 25 52 00

E-mail: rfq.contract@ekornes.com
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